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Flux-driven simulations of turbulence collapse
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Using three-dimensional nonlinear simulations of tokamak turbulence, we show that an edge
transport barrier (ETB) forms naturally once input power exceeds a threshold value. Profiles,
turbulence-driven flows, and neoclassical coefficients are evolved self-consistently. A slow power
ramp-up simulation shows that ETB transition is triggered by the turbulence-driven flows via an
intermediate phase which involves coherent oscillation of turbulence intensity and E! B flow
shear. A novel observation of the evolution is that the turbulence collapses and the ETB transition
begins when RT> 1 at t" tR (RT: normalized Reynolds power), while the conventional transition
criterion (xE!B > clin where xE!B denotes mean flow shear) is satisfied only after t" tC (>tR),
when the mean flow shear grows due to positive feedback.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4914841]

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulence normally degrades the confinement of par-
ticles and heat in magnetically confined plasmas, as input
power increases. Once the input power exceeds a threshold
value, however, plasmas suddenly bifurcate to a high
confinement mode (H-mode) by the formation of an edge
transport barrier (ETB). Since its discovery in the ASDEX
tokamak,1 the H-mode has been reproduced in many toroidal
systems and is important as a baseline operating scenario for
ITER. The H-mode is attributed to the suppression of turbu-
lence by E! B flow shear.2,3 However, the mechanism of
the L ! H transition remains an open question. Results from
several recent experiments have reinforced the suggestion
that turbulence-driven flows trigger the H-mode transi-
tion.4–7 A limit cycle oscillation (LCO) regime is observed
before the transition, implying the existence of self-
regulating interaction between the turbulence and the flow.8,9

A quantitative transition criterion has been suggested. The
criterion is that the normalized Reynolds power RT> 1.
Here, RT is a ratio of the Reynolds stress mediated transfer
of turbulence energy into the flow to the rate of energy input
into the turbulence. Identification of the importance of the
RT> 1 criterion opens new pathways toward the understand-
ing of empirical power threshold scaling trends. More gener-
ally, the type of zonal flow-mediated transport bifurcations
discussed here is relevant to all systems where the potential
vorticity mixing is an important physical process.10

Although many theoretical and simulation works have
contributed to the understanding of the L!H transition
mechanism,2,11–17 a successful self-consistent simulation
model which can capture the basic physics of the L!H
transition has not yet been realized. In this paper, we report
on nonlinear three-dimensional fluid simulations which
elucidate the dynamics and evolution of ETB formation.
Self-consistent flux-driven simulation results are presented
which explicitly demonstrate ETB formation when input
power is above a threshold power (Sec. III), and thus

reproduce recent results of ETB formation18 on the basis of a
similar numerical model. In the present study, special atten-
tion is focused on the role of turbulence-driven flows and
associated transition criterion RT> 1 for ETB formation and
the detailed transition time sequence (Sec. IV). Note that
Ref. 18 did not quantitatively address these important ele-
ments of the transition physics. Our simulations can help to
address and resolve some disagreements between current
experiments. In particular, the questions of the temporal
sequence and causality lie at the heart of an ongoing contro-
versy in the literature concerning the L!H transition.
While some experiments4,5,7,9 suggest that significant zonal
flow growth by Reynolds work precedes, and in fact triggers,
the L!H transition, others19,20 suggest that the mean E! B
flow evolution leads that of the zonal flow.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

As a self-consistent numerical model, we employ elec-
trostatic resistive ballooning turbulence, but the results are
generic to all models of turbulence in confined plasmas. The
basic equations are the vorticity (r # J " 0, J: the plasma
current density) and pressure advection equations.21 The nor-
malized form of these equations is

@U

@t
"$ VE!B #rU $ B2rjj

Jjj
B
% b! j #rP% l?r2

?U

$lneo U0;0 $ UP& ';
@P

@t
"$ VE!B #rP% vjjr2

jjP% v?r2
?P% S0 $ S1P0;0;

(1)

where U " r2
?/, VE!B " b!r/; Jjj " Srjj/, j " b #rb

is the magnetic curvature, U0;0&P0;0' is the (m, n)" (0, 0)

component of U(P), UP " $d&1$ kneo'r2
?P0;0 % dr?kneo #

r?P0;0 (kneo is the neoclassical flow coefficient).
S " l0R0VA=g (VA: Alfven velocity, g: resistivity, R0: major
radius) and d " VA=2xciR0 are the Lundquist number and
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diamagnetic factor, respectively. Potential /, pressure P,
length, and time are normalized to VAR0B; B2

0=2l0, R0, and
sA " R0=VA, respectively. In our model, density is set to be

constant &"1019m$3' and a fixed ratio between electron and
ion temperatures is assumed and taken to be one. The last
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) (lneo: neoclassical fric-
tion coefficient) is obtained from the radial force balance
equation linking the radial electric field, pressure gradient,
and poloidal velocity (detailed derivation can be found, for
example, in Ref. 22). This term gives rise to mean E! B
flow generation due to pressure curvature. This formulation
is based on an ad-hoc closure (or a heuristic closure as in
Ref. 23) for the neoclassical parallel viscosity which is
strictly valid for time scale larger than an ion collisional
time.24 For simplicity, we neglect here the contribution from
the radial derivative of toroidal rotation. Thus, all aspects of
toroidal rotation and parallel flow are neglected. We under-
stand that this additional contribution to mean E! B flow
generation could be important in some cases (i.e., when there
is strong toroidal rotation shear), and thus additional efforts
to understand these effects are worth pursuing in the future.
S0 and S1P0,0 represent pressure source and sink terms,
respectively. Perpendicular and parallel diffusivities
&v?; vjj; l?' are also included. In the simulations, we use

S" 105, vjj " 0:1, v? " l? " 3:0! 10$6. For these values,

the resulting turbulent transport coefficient vturb ’ 10v?
before transition. Here, vturb " $1:5h~vr~pi=rp, where the
tildes indicate fluctuating quantities (in time and space), and
the brackets stand for an average in the poloidal and toroidal
directions. A shifted circle cross-section equilibrium is used
in the simulations with the following parameters: minor
radius is 1.2m, R0" 3.4m, and B0" 2 T. Our simulation
covers a radial extent between x" 0.4 and 1.2, where x is the
normalized poloidal flux (x" 0 and 1 correspond to the mag-
netic axis and plasma boundary, respectively). For radial
boundary conditions, the Dirichlet condition is employed
except that the Neumann boundary condition is used for P0,0

on the inner radial boundary (@P0;0=@x " 0 on x" 0.4). The
definition of the plasma boundary (x" 1) is somewhat arbi-
trary here since there is no true scrape-off layer (SOL) in our
simulations, and so x" 1 is defined as the point beyond
which pressure sink (S1) is increased abruptly (see Fig. 1(b)).
The simulations are carried out using the BOUT%%
(Ref. 25) framework. We note here that a previous simula-
tion study using BOUT has implemented more sophisticated
SOL model26 and recovered aspects of ETB formation
though a detailed physics analysis of transport bifurcation
was not performed.27 To do this, a simpler model, but one
containing necessary physics ingredients, is more useful.

Figure 1(a) shows the radial profiles of kneo and lneo
obtained at one particular time from the present simulation.
In the simulation, kneo and lneo are determined self-
consistently using the pressure profile dependence of the
collisionality parameter !i;( (since !i;( ) nT$2

i ) p$2 with
constant density in our model) as pressure profiles evolve in
time. To evaluate kneo and lneo as a function of !i;(, the
Hinton and Hazeltine formula is used for kneo&!i;('28 and
an approximate fitting formula for lneo&!i;(' is taken from

Ref. 29. The values of !i;( and lneo at x" 0.4 are set to
0.2. Notice that collisionality in our simulation satisfies
0:1 < !i;( < 100 (banana to collisional regime) along the
radial direction with this setting of !i;( at x" 0.4, which rep-
resents a typical value of L-mode at the tokamak edge. As
can be seen from Figure 1(a), kneo (lneo) rapidly decreases
(increases) toward plasma boundary (x" 1). Figure 1(b)
shows the radial profiles of heat source (S0) and sink (S1)
profiles used in the present simulation.30

III. ETB FORMATION PHENOMENOLOGY

For the ETB formation study, we initialize the plasma
profile with a mild slope, and then evolve the system at a
constant power until after it reaches a steady state profile.
The time required to reach the steady state is about 2000sA
and is typically much larger than the turbulence correlation
time, whose value is about 150sA. In steady states, thus, tur-
bulence is in a fully developed regime. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the time averaged steady state profiles of pressure and
radial electric field Er " $@h/i=@r at different power levels,
respectively. Here, the power level Pin" 1 means S0 " 4:0
!10$5 at x" 0.4 in Fig. 1(b). It can be seen clearly that the
pressure profile abruptly steepens and a deep Er well appears
when the power exceeds a threshold value (Pin" 0.5 ! 1.0),
implying a transport bifurcation. This bifurcation can be
attributed to strongly increased E! B flow shear and the
resulting suppression of turbulence.3 The E! B shear is set
by radial force balance (i.e., the last term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (1)). In fact, we have observed that for small lneo,
an ETB does not form. Regarding the steep profile gradient
of lneo, we have confirmed that this is not as important to
ETB formation as the value of the parameter itself. We also
observe that large E! B flow shear at the edge is triggered
by the turbulence, which develops from the core due to linear
instability of the steepened profiles. The critical pressure gra-
dient for the instability is found to be about 23% of the ideal
pressure gradient limit.

Figure 3 plots the power versus $rP curve, which
indicates a transition point near Pin ) 0:6, where the slope is

FIG. 1. Profiles of kneo and lneo (a), and S0 and S1 (b).
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discontinuous. This discontinuity in slope realizes a key fea-
ture of the first-order phase transition.

Note that the results in Figs. 2 and 3 are obtained at con-
stant power. In order to get more insight into ETB transition
dynamics, we have also performed a slow power ramp-up
simulation. Here, power ramp-up simulation is deliberately
initiated from a steady state a little below a transition point
near Pin ) 0:6 because our interest here is to observe ETB
transition dynamics during a time period across a transition
point. As shown in Fig. 4(a) in a green line, we start from a
steady state profile obtained at Pin" 0.5 and maintain the
same power level until t" 700. After that, the power level is
slowly increased across a transition point near Pin ) 0:6 as
indicated in Fig. 3. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) plot time traces of
turbulence intensity and E! B flow shear hVE!Bi0, respec-
tively. These clearly show that the turbulence collapses and
E! B flow shear increases rapidly at t" tR and ETB forms
after this time. Results also show that there is an LCO-like
phase, i.e., coherent oscillations prior to the peak of the
E! B flow shear (indicated by the dashed vertical line at
t" tR in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)). This has features of a limit
cycle oscillation, as predicted by predator-prey type mod-
els12,14,16 and subsequently observed in various experi-
ments.8,9 Moreover, Fig. 4(c) shows that there is a phase
delay of )p=2 between turbulence intensity and the E! B
flow shear during the LCO-like phase. Rotation direction as
indicated by arrow in Fig. 4(c) implies that turbulence inten-
sity evolution leads that of E! B flow shear. This observa-
tion strongly suggests that during most of the LCO-like

phase, the E! B flow shear is dominantly due to turbulence-
driven flow shear. The turbulence collapse time coincides
well with the peak of the E! B flow shear at t" tR.

IV. ROLE OF TURBULENCE-DRIVEN FLOW
IN TRIGGERING THE ETB FORMATION

A central goal of this work is to obtain a better under-
standing of ETB transition evolution (in particular, the role
of turbulence-driven flows in the dynamics). To this end, we
calculate the normalized rate of Reynolds power RT defined
as4–6

FIG. 2. Time averaged pressure (a)
and radial electric field (b) profiles at
different power levels.

FIG. 3. Input power versus $rP showing a feature of the first order phase
transition.

FIG. 4. Time traces of input power Pin and turbulence intensity I/ " 108h~/2i
(a) and E! B flow shear hVE!Bi

0
at x" 0.96; (c) I/ vs. hVE!Bi0 during

t" 820 –1660. In (c), arrow indicates that the limit cycle rotates counterclock-
wise as a function of time, and the filled circular point denotes the initial point
at t" 820.
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RT " h~vr~vhihVLF
E!Bi

0

cef f h~v2?i
; (2)

where h~vr~vhi is Reynolds stress, hVLF
E!Bi is the (m, n)" (0, 0)

component of low-frequency E! B velocity, and cef f h~v2?i
corresponds to an effective increment rate of turbulence
intensity. Turbulence collapse and the transition to an ETB
require RT> 1, at which point the flow extracts energy from
the turbulence at a rate faster than that at which the turbu-
lence grows. In Fig. 5, we present a temporal plot of RT. A
peak of RT appears at t" tR and coincides with the peak in
the E! B flow shear in Fig. 4(b), when RT> 1. Therefore,
turbulence suppression here is caused by the sudden increase
in E! B flow shear at the expense of turbulence energy, via
the Reynolds work done on the E! B flow. The transition
dynamics is qualitatively consistent with the experimental
results of Refs. 4–7 and 31, and supports the RT> 1 collapse
criterion.

Figure 6 plots time traces of space and time-averaged
pressure gradient jrPj; E! B shearing rate xE!B

" j&RBh=B'&VE!BB=RBh'0j,32 and global linear growth rate
clin evaluated around the maximum radial point of jrPj.
Note that the peak of the E! B shearing rate at t" tR leads
to that of the pressure gradient jrPj between t" tR and
t" tP. The time sequence of jrPj and xE!B in Fig. 6 implies
that the E! B flow shear burst after the LCO-like phase
causes an increase in pressure gradient, which subsequently
induces a further increase in mean flow shear and so acti-
vates the positive feedback loop between pressure gradient
and the E! B shearing rate. The peak in xE!B at t" tR
results from the turbulence-driven flow shearing rate,
because it occurs prior to any significant enhancement of the
pressure gradient. The subsequent increase in xE!B after
t" tP is strongly correlated with that of jrPj and results
from mean flow shear due to rP. Thus, we can conclude
that the positive feedback loop between pressure gradient
and mean flow shear begins at t" tP. Notice that after reach-
ing its peak at t" tR, the E! B shearing rate returns to its
original level at t" tP. On the other hand, the pressure gradi-
ent shows a finite peak between t" tR and t" tP but does not
drop to its original size at t" tP. Instead, a finite residual
difference between the pressure gradients before t" tR and at

t" tP is evident. This observation strongly suggests that the
ETB transition has already occurred by the time t" tP. The
linear growth rate also drops below the E! B shearing rate
after t" tC, (tC> tP> tR) in accord with the conventional
transition criterion xE!B > clin.

33 Thus, we conclude that the
peak of the Reynolds work (in Fig. 5) and the associated
increase in the turbulence-driven flow shear are the trigger of
the ETB transition. The positive feedback loop between rP
and xE!B develops after this. The drop of the linear growth
rate below the E! B shearing rate &xE!B > clin' occurs
even later.

A recent paper by Cziegler et al.35 has presented results
of detailed quantitative analyses of the L ! H transition in
Alcator C-Mod using a gas-puff-imaging (GPI) diagnostics.
Results show that the nonlinear exchange of kinetic energy
between ambient turbulence and shear flow increases near
the transition, and the suppression of turbulence when
RT> 1, as shown in Fig. 5. Their study has also shown that a
steep profile gradient develops after the transient burst of the
turbulence-driven zonal flow, thus establishing the time
sequence of the L !H transition, i.e., RT> 1 ! suppression
of the turbulence ! increase in the mean flow shear (due to
an elevated pressure gradient) to sustain the H-mode. Fig. 6
matches qualitatively this temporal sequence of the
transition.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, these simulation studies have elucidated
the time evolution of ETB formation. The simulation
accounts for the effects of self-consistent neoclassical poloi-
dal rotation damping on radial electric field dynamics. A
slow power ramp-up simulation shows that the transition to
ETB is triggered by a sudden increase in the turbulence-
driven flow at the expense of turbulence energy, thus allow-
ing the pressure gradient and associated mean flow shear to
rapidly increase. This result is consistent with the prediction
of predator-prey models12,14,16 and recent experiments.31 A
key observation here is that the ETB transition occurs when
the normalized Reynolds work reaches a peak above unityFIG. 5. Time traces of RT at x" 0.96.

FIG. 6. Time traces of space and time-averaged jrPj; xE!B, and clin around
the maximum radial point of jrPj. t" tC denotes time when xE!B > clin is
satisfied. Turbulence collapse occurs at tR. Positive feedback between pres-
sure gradient and mean flow shear begins at t" tP.
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(RT> 1), at time tR. The time tR leads the time of mean flow
shear development, and the standard mean shear criterion
(xE!B> clin) is satisfied only after t" tC (>tR). This time
sequence of the transition agrees with that obtained from
quantitative analysis of experimental L !H transition events
in Ref. 35. Therefore, we can conclude that two criteria
should be satisfied (sequentially) to enter a H-mode safely:
(1) RT> 1 to trigger the L !H transition and (2) xE!B > clin
for the sustainment of steady H-mode. This result suggests
that a predictive model of the power threshold for access to
H-mode must address the microscopic transition physics em-
bedded in the RT> 1 criterion, in addition to the conven-
tional xE!B > clin one.

34 At present, it is not clear which one
of the above two criteria is more important in determining
the macroscopic L ! H power threshold. Elucidation of mi-
croscopic parameter trends in RT and their relation to empiri-
cal power threshold scaling is left for future work. Finally,
even though the understanding of the dependence of the tran-
sition on the input parameters is important, it is missing in
this study. Actually, some initial preliminary study has al-
ready shown that transition threshold power is decreased as
!i;( is reduced. The change of transport coefficients &v?'
mainly leads to the variation of the discontinuity of slopes at
the transition point in Fig. 3, while the transition threshold
power does not change much. Detailed parametric depend-
ence of the transition will be reported in future papers.
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